TWO FLAGS GLORIOUS
An Independence Day Review

The traditions, principles and beauty of the honored flag of our beloved country have long since
made it take a foremost place among the standards of the nations.
Citizen and stranger alike are impressed with its luster as they see its star-studded blue, and its
red and white stripes, fluttering from every dwelling throughout this great Republic. All the way
from the rock-bound coast of Maine to the orange groves of California; from the gold diggings
of Alaska to the cotton plantations of Georgia; from the coal-fields of Pennsylvania to the copperveined hills of Montana, and from the golden green belt of the prairies to the timber lands of
Washington, there waves the Star Spangled Banner.
LIFTED IN REVERENCE
We see it giving worth to the smallest cottage and adding grandeur to palatial dwellings; flying
over the lumberman's shanty and crowing the White House; decorating schoolroom and draping
church portal; waving from the old homestead and gleaming from the window of modern
apartment; brightening the newsboy's ragged coat and adorning the millionaire's lapel; carried
with bubbling energy by the Boy Scout and lifted in reverence by the scarred veteran; fluttering
from the peddler's push-cart and stretched full in the wind from the speeding limousine.
We see it under black sky at masthead on the mighty wax ship, gleaning in the path of the
searchlight, and making the prettiest thing in the picture men we look upon the fisherman's
smack dancing on the waves in the sunlight.
There was once a patriot who strained his eyes in " the dawn's early light" to see if the nag was
still there, but today we see it everywhere.
Here I would lift another flag, dear to my own heart and to the heart of every Salvationist not
only throughout this great country, but in every quarter of the globe. I do so because I am proud
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that it has won an honored place by the side of the national standard by reason of the principles
it typifies and the service for God and the people for which it stands.
It is of great significance to Salvationist that our flag should first have been unfolded to the
breeze in America in the streets of the city wherein was born the standard of the Stars and Stripes.
We also delight to dwell upon the resemblance between them in respect to what they represent.
UNALTERABLE AND IMMOVABLE PRINCIPLE
The two flags resemble each other in their fight for that great unalterable and immovable
foundation principle of all righteousness -- Liberty.
The banner of the Stars and Stripes crowds our daily path with opportunities inestimable,
limitless, In freedom of speech, freedom of action, freedom of thought, freedom of religion,
freedom of politics, freedom of pen. How beautiful a thing, how inexpressibly sweat is this liberty!
The banner of the Blood and Fire stands for the unstinted use of these opportunities in the
service of the people. It waves, first of all, in an unceasing crusade for the release of mankind
from the thralldom of sin. Behind it we make a continual, unyielding, unbroken, unconquerable
charge upon this Satanic power. We defy the evil one to his face, telling him he is s fallen foe
and that we will, by the red Blood shed for us on Golgotha, snatch from him his prey, tear down
his throne and on its ruins establish the throne of David's son, the Lamb of God, our Saviour, and
crown Him Lord of all.
It is not until man is delivered from spiritual bondage that he is able to enjoy to the full the
benefits and advantages of civic and national liberty. He may be as free as the Stars and Stripes
can make him nowhere is there greater freedom -- and yet be so much the slave of evil, or of
himself that he is as far from true liberty as if he were chained in the deepest dungeon of a
tyrant's Castle. Flying by the side of the Stars and Stripes, the Blood-and-Fire Flag of The
Salvation Army points the way to the complete realisation of its ideals.
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The Salvation Army Flag is always to the front in the fight for the putting through of those
measures for the outlawing of wrong and the upholding of right which, transcending anything in
the nature of party politics, have been demanded by the enlightened conscience of the people
and made possible by the provisions of the Constitution of the Union.
We have an instance in National Prohibition. All the foes that have ever tramped their bloody
heels across street, or vale, or plain; all the instruments of war, ancient and modern, which have
ever dram blood, torn flesh, maimed bodies and slain life; all the destructive powers that have
ever suni ships, devastated cities, plundered homes and brought down kingdoms have never
occasioned one-half of the sorrow, the breakage, the ruin and the death that has this red-eyed,
fire-mouthed, gory-handed, imperial monster -- Alcohol!
My God, Thou knowest it! My God, Thou knowest it!
Drink has shed more blood, hung more crepe on door handles, sold out more homes, forced
more people into bankruptcy, armed more villainy, killed more little children, snapped more
wedding rings, murdered more innocence, blinded more eyes, twisted more limos, distorted
more reason, disarmed more manhood, destroyed more womanhood, broken more hearts,
blasted more lives and dug more graves than any other poisoned scourge ever let loose upon
the world.
LET THE CHILDREN SPEAK
You can hush every other voice of national and individual complaint; you may silence every other
tongue, even of mothers of destroyed sons and daughters, and even of wives of profligate
husbands; but let the children speak the little children, the wronged children, the crippled
children, the abused children, the blind children, the imbecile children, the starved children, the
deserted children, the beaten children, the nameless children, the dead children! O my God, this
army of little children! Let their weak voices, faint with oppression, cold and hunger, be heard!
Let their little faces, pinched by want of gladness, be heeded! Let their challenge, though made
by small forms -- too mighty for estimate -- be reckoned with! Let their writing upon the wall of
the nation, although by tiny fingers as stupendous as eternity, be correctly interpreted, and read
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that the awful robbery of the lawful heritage of their little bodies, minds and souls and hearts is
laid at the door of alcohol!
The flags which thus fly together resemble each other in their welcome to all. Boats from all ports
steam into these harbors, peoples of all shades of skin and of all languages and of all classes can
book accommodation for America, and from the time the southern Italian, with his bundle on his
back, is pointed from the steerage to the gangway all the way along the travel, from the official
on the wharf to the President at the White House, the hand of welcome is stretched out to him.
Brick and mortar welcomes him, agriculture welcomes him, railroad track welcomes him, free
schools welcome him, garden and orchard welcome him, road construction welcomes him,
university welcomes him; the bar, the hospital, the pulpit, the orchestra, the studio, the bank, the
army and navy all welcome him. All hail, America, home for all the peoples of the earth!
A WARM WELCOME FOR THE POOREST
So with The Salvation Army Flag -- Welcome to all. You know it is a little different with the Church.
The poor are afraid to attend, because their clothes are ragged or out of style, or soiled, like that
mother who told me, as we listened together to the ringing of the church bells while sitting upon
the seashore, watching the waves creep higher and higher upon the red sand, "I used to go
regularly until the father of my children died; I can't now, I am too poor; ray hat and dress are
too old-fashioned; besides, I have no gloves and I would be ashamed for anyone to see my
hands, so red and swollen with hard work". With our flag the old-fashioned are much more
welcome than the latest style; he, the cuffs of whose coat are frayed into fringe and who has a
patch on the shoulder; he whose shoes are worn down at the back and altogether away at the
front; he whose sins have debased him and who has been robbed of all respectability; she who
has lost her way and whose feet are blistered on the hard rocks of transgression; those whose
misspent years can be read upon the face and upon the garments; mothers whose scanty rags,
aching hearts and blistered hands are their only heritage; the sinning, the hungry, the cold, the
outcast, the prodigal, the convict, the drunkard, the widow, the orphan, and the most miserable,
despairing wretch who ever crawled out of the ditch of his abomination to hear of Heaven, know
they are welcome under this flag.
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They can lay down their burdens here; they can wash and be clean" here, they can find love
here; they can dry their tears here; they can build their heavenly temples here; they can make
their spiritual fortunes here; they can meet with Jesus here; they can become the children of God
here; they can enlist in the service of the King of kings here; there is happiness here; there is
usefulness here; there is triumph here; there is home eternal here.
The Stars and Stripes stand for union. There is no more wonderful spectacle on earth than these
forty-eight independent States stretched over an immense territory, with their separate
governments, separate rulers, separate climes, separate customs and separate people clinging
to their Union as the rock of their safety!
One White House,
One Washington,
One Flag
So The Salvation Army stands for union. There is no feature that is more remarkable about our
organization and at which the world has more wondered than its miracle of union.
The incomparable union of The Salvation Army is a union which is geographically unlike any
other know; It is an empire in a sense without any frontier -- an empire made up of geographical
fragments, parted from each other by great sweeps of sea and by vast stretches of railroad. And
not only this, it is such a tangle of races, tongues, colors and types of civilization and enlightened
barbarism as never before, in all human history, was gathered together under one flag -- an Army
with its titles rambling into all languages, a soldiery spreading over all lands, a banner upon
which the sun never goes down, with its head in the heart of the British Isles, while its territories
are scattered over every sea and under every sky.
The world has wondered what has been the controlling force holding this strange empire
together. Has it been a sworn-to signature, attached to bond or paper? No, these can all too
readily be rent in train. Has it been self-interest and worldly fame? No, for self has had to be
sacrificed upon the threshold of the contract. Has it been the bond of kinship, or blood, or
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speech? No, for under this banner the British master has become the servant of the Hindoo, and
the American has gone to lay down his life on the veld of Africa.
Has its strength been that of glorious patriotism? No, for our General infused into the breasts of
his followers, that the true Salvationist's country is the world.
What was it? What is it? It is the strongest bond that can bind, the most unbreakable tie that can
hold -- those ties which are created by a spiritual ideal, and make us, while we know no man after
the flesh, to recognize our brother in all the families of the earth, so that, while separated, we
are held together. While a multitude, we are one -- a living unit, with one brain to shape its policy,
one form of government for its control, one plan of work for its operations, one code of
regulations ruling to its furthest atom -One ARMY,
One Faith,
One God,
One Eternal Home.

(June 30, 1923) (July 1, 1922) (July 7, 1917)
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